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Hello everyone
The Cycling for the ISP fund raising has culminated on 15 December 2013. Of course, you can still send
in your donations to support the Igorot Scholarship Program (ISP) anytime. Please follow this link to find
out how you can make your donations : http://igorot.com/cms/
On behalf of the ISP, thank you for another successful fund raising. Thank you to MABIKA-Australia Inc.
for spearheading the fund raising. Thank you to you, the donors, and thank you too for those who have
provided encouragement along the way. It is your generosity and your desire to help that make this fund
raising a success. May it return to you a million fold. You are helping provide educational opportunities
for a number of young Cordillerans who otherwise would not have had those opportunities. It is my
fervent hope and prayer that we all remain fit and healthy so that we can be all together again, and
hopefully more will be joining us, when we pedal when the next fund raising comes around. Long live to
all! Matagotago tako am-in!
We have raised approximately 55,000 pesos. With the current financial support of 5,000 pesos the
program provides to each scholar per semester, the amount will set a scholar through for the duration of
his/her course. More importantly, this amount will help set-up the lives of the recipients and their families
for a better future.
Remittance:

1) I will be remitting the Australian donations to the ISP Bank Account in Baguio City once all
the pledges have been paid. Hopefully by that time, the Aussie dollar has gone up.
2) All of the US and Canadian donations that have been paid were remitted to the Igorot
Global Organization Treasurer in the US. (Note that the ISP is a project of the Igorot Global
Organization which is based in the USA).
3) The Philippine donations will be remitted to the ISP bank account in Baguio City.
Summary:

AUSTRALIA
Tom & Jane Catanes-Cayad
Paz Awingan-Aptimes
Gary & Tess Anderson
Raleigh Agdaca
Stefani Bangaan-Murray
Cecily Cadaweng & Michael
Bourchier
Roger Awingan
Bonifacio Degay Jr & Family
Tyren Lubos-Awingan
TOTAL

AUD
50.00
100.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
100.00
50.00
120.00
50.00
670.00

CANADA
Brigitte Busaing
Helen Stewart
TOTAL

CAD
100.00
50.00
150.00

PHILIPPINES
Gaston Kibiten
TOTAL

PESOS
1,000.00
1,000.00

USA
Edwin & Mia Abeya
Gloria Bawaan-Simon
Carolyn Weygan-Hildebrand
Portia & Stephen Gomez
Leona & Lambert Sagalla
Marjorie Kawi
TOTAL
Regards,
Raleigh Agdaca
For the ISP

USD
50.00
100.00
50.00
100.00
100.00
50.00
450.00

